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Let x denote the mean of a consecutive sequence of length n from an autoregression or moving average 
process. Suppose the covariance function of the process is regularly varying with exponent -_(y, where 
01 30. We show that the rate of convergence in a central limit theorem for _% is identical to that in the 
central limit theorem for the mean of n independent innovations, if and only if (Y > 0. Strikingly, the 
convergence rate when cy =0 can be faster than in the case of the independent sequence; it can never 
be slower. Furthermore, the convergence rate is fastest in the case of strongest dependence. This result 
is established in two ways: firstly by developing an Edgeworth expansion under the condition of finite 
third moment of innovations, and secondly by deriving the precise convergence rate in the central limit 
theorem without an assumption of finite third moment, 
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1. Introduction 
Let {X,, ---CO < j <a} be an autoregressive process, with covariance function r(j) = 
E(X,X,). Write X for the mean of a consecutive sequence of length n from 
the autoregression. Under mild regularity conditions, the distribution of X (after 
centering and resealing) is asymptotically normal. See, for example, Davydov [5], 
who established asymptotic normality for moving average processes with long range 
dependence. In this note we show how the strength of dependence in the 
autoregression, as expressed by the rate of decay of r(j) to zero, affects the rate of 
convergence in the central limit theorem. 
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Surprisingly, the convergence rate is fastest in the case of extremely-long-range 
dependence, where r(j) is a slowly varying function of j. There the convergence 
rate can be an order of magnitude faster than in the central limit theorem for the 
mean of n independent innovations. On the other hand, should r(j) be regularly 
but not slowly varying then, no matter how small the exponent of regular variation, 
the convergence rate in the central limit theorem for X is identical to that in the 
central limit theorem for the mean of n independent innovations, up to terms of 
order n-‘/‘. 
This unexpected conclusion may be explained in part by noting that an auto- 
regression may be inverted and written as a moving average. As the strength of the 
dependence increases, so too does the influence of distant innovations on an arbitrary 
X,. The mean X is a weighted average of a large number of independent innovations, 
and in the case of a slowly decaying covariance function the weights are relatively 
large for a large number of innovations. Therefore in a sense, the effective sample 
size for innovations is an increasing function ofthe strength of dependence. However, 
this proposition should be contrasted with the more conventional argument that the 
amount of information in a dependent sequence decreases with increasing depen- 
dence. It is striking that there should be a marked improvement in the convergence 
rate in the case of a slowly varying covariance function, yet no change in the rate 
in the case of any regularly but not slowly varying covariance function. 
We next describe the assumptions which underlie our results. Let the auto- 
regression be given by 
IF bkxj-k = 5,) -03<j<a3, 
k=O 
where the 5,‘s (the innovations) are independent and identically distributed random 
variables with zero mean and unit variance, and the bk’s are constants. Assume 
that the function B( 0) = C b, cos(k0), 0 < 19 < 2rr, is well-defined and satisfies 
5 o<0<2V B( 0))’ d0 < 00. Then the coefficients 
2Ti 
ak = (27r-l 
I 
B(e)-’ cos(ke) de, kz0, 
0 
are well-defined and satisfy C a: < ~0. Furthermore, with probability one 
x,= F Qk5j-k, -cO<j<cO. 
k=O 
(1.1) 
The covariance function is r(j) = r(-j) = xk akaktj, where ak = 0 for k < 0. It 
follows from Tauberian theorems for Fourier series [2, p. 208; 10, 1 l] that in most 
cases of interest, regular variation of r(j) implies that of ai and vice versa. (To 
appreciate why, note that with R(0) =C r(k) eiks and A(0) =C a(k) eike we have 
R(0) = IA(e)l Therefore we ask that for a constant cr > 0, 
ak =O for k<O, ak = kmal(k) for k > 0, (1.2) 
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where the function 1~ 0 is slowly varying at infinity. (In particular, uk 3 0.) Finite 
variance of X, is equivalent to 1 a: <co, that is to 
1 
LyS~ and,inthecasea=t, f k-‘Z(k)2<a. (1.3) 
k=l 
In the case (Y =+, r(j) is slowly varying; for (Y >t, r(j) is regularly varying with 
exponent 1 -ICY (for $< LY s 1) or --(Y (for LY > 1). 
Put X = C’ C,s,G,, X, and $= K’ Clsjs,, ti. We assume that the sequence {X,} 
is given by (l.l), where the LY~‘s atisfy (1.2) (or a slightly weaker assumption; see 
(2.4)) and (1.3). Our results are of two types. Firstly, we develop a short Edgeworth 
expansion for the distribution of X under the condition E ItI3 < ~0; see Theorem 
2.1. In this expansion, the leading term is of size n p”2 if a > 4 and of smaller order 
than nm’12 if cy =$ (i.e., if r is slowly varying). Secondly, without making the 
assumption El@ < ~0 we provide a concise description of the convergence rate in 
the central limit theorem for X; see Theorem 2.2. There we show that the convergence 
rate for X is equivalent to that for f if cz > i, but (in most but not all circumstances) 
faster than that for f if (Y = i. We show that the convergence rate when (Y = f can 
never be slower than the rate when a > 4, up to terms of order n-I”. In a sequence 
of remarks we discuss the implications of our results and describe several generaliz- 
ations. One of the latter is to the case 1 r(j) < 00, which is usually identified in the 
literature as ‘short range dependence’. 
There appears to have been little work done on the convergence rate problem for 
means of autoregressive or moving average sequences, aside from work in the 
statistical and econometric literature on Edgeworth expansions in connection with 
autoregressive models (e.g., [8,9, lo]). None of this material encompasses the 
extremely-long-range dependence which is the main focal point of the present paper. 
Recent work on averages from autoregressions, which utilizes regular variation 
theory but does not relate directly to convergence rates, includes Avram and Taqqu 
[l] and Davis and Resnick [3,4]. 
2. Results 
Define 
; kp’Z(k)2 “2 
I 
ifa =t, 
k=,+l 
L(j) = 
i k-‘l(k) 
(2.1) 
ifa-1, 
k=l 
for j 2 1. (We have no need for such a function outside the cases CY = $ and CY = 1.) 
Note that L is slowly varying at infinity, and 1(j)/ L( j) + 0 as j--z ~0. Put 
I 
a3 
c, = x-“(x+l))“dx=B(l-c~,2a-l), ;<LY<~, 
0 
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and c0 = C ak. Assume that c0 f 0; of course, we allow c0 = ~0. It may be proved that 
under conditions (1.2) and (1.3), as j + CO, 
1 
L(j)’ ifcw =+, 
r(j)- cuJ 
‘1-2aZ(j)2 ift<cu<l, 
j-‘Z(j)L(j) ifcu=landc,=co, 
c0j-“Z(j) ifc-u>l,orifa=landc,,<co. 
To prove these results, note that 
r(j)- F k~a(k+j)-wZ(k)Z(k+j)- ~~~(x+j)~~Z(x)Z(x+j) dx. 
k=l 
When CY = 4, the right-hand side here equals 
I 
cc 
x~“2(x+j)~“2Z(x)Z(x+j) dx+O{Z(j)2}- L(j)2+O{Z(j)2} 
i 
- L(j)‘. 
When i< (Y < 1, the right-hand side is asymptotic to 
I 
a7 
x-“(x+j)-aZ(x)Z{(x+j)} dx 
0 
= .1-2a 
J 
I 
rx- 
x-“(x+1)-aZ(jx)Z{j(x+ 1)) dx 
0 
I 
m 
-j’-‘“/(j)’ xp”(x+ 1))” dx; 
0 
when a = 1 and co = 00, the asymptote is 
i k-‘(k+j)-‘Z(k+j)+O f k-2Z(k)Z(k+j) 
k=l k=, 
- i kp’jp’Z(k)Z(j)+O f kp2Z(k)’ 
k=l 
-j-‘Z(j)L(j); 
1 k=j 
and when ~~21, or cu=l and co<~, it is 
1 a@++, - 1 &aj = cOj-aZ( j). 
k k 
In consequence of the formulae for r(j), 
o’, = Var(X) = F’ 
1 
r(O)+2 i (l-n-‘j)r(j) 
,=1 
-I 
2L(n)2 if cr =+, 
c,(l -c~)‘n’~~~Z(n)~ if$<a < 1, 
n-‘L(n)2 ifa=landc,=a, 
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Note particularly that only in the last case, corresponding to relatively short-range 
dependence, does the variance of the sample mean decrease like n-‘; in all other 
cases the variance is of strict larger order than n-‘. This means that normalization 
in our main limit theorems is often by less than n”2; see for example (2.2), where 
u, -‘-~(n”~) when i~acl. 
Define, for$sa<l, 
d, =(4-3(~))‘+ 
I 
CC (xl-m -(x-1)‘p”}3dx 
1 
(to be interpreted in the sense of a limit if (Y =$, e,,> = 23’2dl,2, e,, = 
(l_ ,)-wc,3/2 d, if$<a<l. Put e,=l if cusl, 
1 
e,,,{l(n)/L(n)}‘n~“’ if a =$, 
u, = 
e,* 
-l/2 ifcu>+. 
Our first theorem describes an Edgeworth expansion in which the leading term is 
of size u,. Let @, cp denote the standard normal distribution, density functions 
respectively. 
Theorem 2.1. Assume (1.2) and (1.3), that the distribution of .$ is nonlattice, and that 
E1[13<00. Put p3=E(t3). Then 
P(X/iT ~~x)=@(x)+u,~/A3(1-x2)(p(x)+o(u,) (2.2) 
uniformly in x, as n + co. 0 
We give now a sequence of remarks which elucidate and extend Theorem 2.1. 
The reader familiar with the weakly dependent case in autoregressive and moving 
average processes is referred particularly to Remarks 2.1 and 2.2, which confirm 
that convergence rates are n-“2, as expected, in that context. 
Remark 2.1. The analogue of (2.2) in the case of the mean of n innovations is 
P(n”2$SX)= @(X)+nn”2&_&3(1-X~)(P(X)+o(n~“‘), (2.3) 
see for example [6, p. 2131. The only difference between (2.2) and (2.3) is that the 
former has U, instead of n-“’ as the coefficient of the leading term. However, u, 
and n-II2 are identical for LY > 1, and U, is a constant multiple of n-“’ for cy >+. 
Only in the case (Y = 4 there is a difference in convergence rates of the leading term. 
There it is clear, since 1( n)/L( n) + 0, that u, = o( np”2). Hence, when (Y = 1 the terms 
after Q(x) are smaller in the case of (2.2) than for (2.3). Generally, if p3 # 0 then 
suP-m<x<&~l~n s xl - @(x)1 
i 
0 if@=;, 
SUp_,<x<m( P( n”2Fs x) - @(x)1 + y 
if+<a<l, 
ifazl. 
Note that e,JO as ali and em?1 as (~?l. 
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Remark 2.2. Assuming only that C 1 kl a < 00, C ak # 0, E1[13 < ~0, and that the distribu- 
tion of 5 is nonlattice, we may prove that 
P(X/CT ~~X)=@(X)+n~“~$L3(l-X2)(p(X)+o(n-”2) 
uniformly in x, as n -+ CO. This represents a generalization of the case (Y > 1 in 
Theorem 2.1. Note that the above conditions on & imply O<c r(k) = (1 u~)~ < 00. 
As a prelude to stating our next result we relax condition (1.2) a little, to 
ak=O fork<O, ak=:km”l(k) as k+co, (2.4) 
where 130 is slowly varying at infinity. (The notation ffk X/?, means that ffk/Pk 
and @k/ (Yk are bounded as k + a.) Assume too that c ak # 0. (Of course, c ak = 00 
if 4~ CY < 1.) We no longer ask that the innovations have finite third moment, but 
we do assume that 
either 5 has a symmetric distribution, 
or the distribution of 5 is bounded above or below. (2.5) 
In the former case (where 5 is symmetric) define t = 4, and in the latter, let t = 3. 
When LY = f , put 
6, = 6,($) ={l(n)lL(n)>2E[521{151> n”‘un)ll(n))l 
+n’-“‘2’{I(n)/L(n)}‘E[~~~‘z{~~~~n”2L(n)/l(n)}] 
+E 
[ 
L(n)y2t2 ; j~‘z(j)2z{L(n)~252j-‘I(j)2> 1) ) 
,=rlil 1 
and when CY >i, 
6, = &((Y) = E{~2Z(~~~> ,“2)}+n’~(“2’E{~5)‘z(~5~~ n”2)). 
Define s,={l(n)/L(n)}n-“2if~=~,e,=n-“2ifcu>$,and 
A,, = A,(a) = sup IP(x/a,, s x)- @(x)1. 
pcT<x<= 
Theorem 2.2. Assume conditions (1.3), (2.4) and (2.5). Then 
A,, + e,j x 6, + E, (2.6) 
Remark 2.3. Result (2.6) declares that, up to terms of order E,, the rate of conver- 
gence in the central limit theorem is of precise order S,. That is, excepting terms 
of order F,, A, is bounded above and below by constant multiplies of S, as n + 00. 
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Remark 2.4. (Here we provide a simple upper bound to s,(t).) Let C,, denote an 
upper bound to max[l, {I(n)/L(n)}*], let C, be an upper bound to (n/j)“‘l(j)/Z(n) 
forjsnzl, and define 
s:, = E[&21{1+ n”‘L(n)/l(n)}] 
+n~~“‘~‘~Z(n)/~(n)~‘~[15(‘1(151~n”~~(n)/Z(n)~]. 
We claim that s,(f) G (CO+ CiP2)SL. To appreciate why, note that the third term in 
the formula for 6,($ is dominated by 
L(n)-*E 
[ 
[* F jp’Z(j)*Z{l[/> C;‘n”‘L(n)/Z(n)} j=n+l 1 
=E[[*I{l[l> C;‘n”2L(n)/Z(n)}]S C~-‘S~, 
and that the sum of the other two terms is dominated by COSL. 
Remark 2.5. In the case (Y > i the convergence rate described by (2.6) is precisely 
that in the usual central limit theorem for a sum of independent innovations, 
up to terms of order n-“2; see [7, p. 281. When LY =i the convergence rate is never 
slower than the rate in the ordinary central limit theorem, as may be seen from 
Remark 2.4 and the fact that 8; <~C$,,((Y) for (Y >;. 
Remark 2.6. The convergence rate when (Y = i can be strictly faster than in the usual 
central limit theorem for a sum of independent random variables. For example, 
suppose the distribution of ,$ satisfies P(]o > x) - C,xmP as x + CO, where 2 <p < 3 
and C,,C2,... are positive constants. Then 
mwl51’ x)> - c2xzpp, E{l.$1(1[1 s X)}” C&g. (2.7) 
Therefore 6 k - C,{n”2L(n)/Z(n)}2~P, and for (Y > $, &(cy) - C,n’p’P’2’. Since 
Z(n)/L(n)+O and &,($)s(C,,+C:~~)~~ then (2.7) implies that S,($)/&(a)+0 for 
(Y > $. Finally, since E, =o{&,(cu)} then A,($)/A,(a)+O for (Y>$. 
Remark 2.7. It is of interest to know whether the third term in the definition of 
S,,(s) can play a dominant role in determining the size of S,(i), and whether the 
result 8,,(i) = O(6;) proved in Remark 2.4 is sharp in any sense. As a prelude to 
answering these questions, define 
G = {Z(n)lL(n)}2E[521{151> n”‘~(n)l~(n)Il 
+ n’~“‘2’{Z(n)/L(n)}‘E[~~~‘1{~~~~ n”“L(n)/Z(n)}], 
S:* = E L( n)-‘5’ [ f jm’Z( j)*I{L( n)-2[2j-‘Z( j)‘> 1) . j=n+l I 
Then Sz* represents the third term in S,,(i), and S,,(4) = 8: + Sz*. Example 2.1 below 
describes a case where Sz, Sz* ar e of precisely the same order, and are of smaller 
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order than SL. There, the third term 6 f* does not contribute significantly to the 
order of S,($), and the relation S,(i) = O(Sl,) is far from sharp-indeed, S,(i) = 
o(SL). Example 2.2 is of a case where Sz is of smaller order than Sz*, and where 
Sz* is of precisely the same order as SL. Here, the third term Sz* makes the dominant 
contribution to S,(4), and the relation S,(4) = O(Sk) is sharp, in the sense that we 
also have SL = O{S,,(~)}. This example is particularly interesting since it entails 
6, (i) x S,( a) for any (Y > $. That is, the convergence rate with (Y = f is identical to 
the rate with LY > 4; compare Remark 2.6. 
Example 2.1. Assume P(l[l> x) - C,xpp as x-+ 00, where 2<p ~3 (as in Remark 
2.6). Then 
6~X6~“Xn ‘-(p’2){ I( n)/L( n)}P, 
,~==n’_(P’2’{Z(n)/L(n))P2, 8,(~2)X:n’~‘~‘~’ forcr>t. 
Therefore Sz = o(Sk), SL = o{&(o)} for Ly >$. 
Example 2.2. Assume P(l[l> x) - Cix-‘(log x)-’ as x + ~0, where y > 1; and l(x) = 
(log x) -c/2, where c > 1. Then 
W521(151 > x)] - C,(log x)‘py, L(n) - C,(log n)+r)‘2, 
SZX(log n))Y, n S**XS;X S,(a)=:(log n)‘-’ for a>$. 
Therefore SC = o(S:*). 
Remark 2.8. Under the conditions (2.5), C I ak <co and c ak # 0, we may prove the I 
analogue of (2.6), A,, + n-‘/2X 6, + np”2, where 6, is S,(o) for any a > 4. This 
result represents a generalization of the case (Y > 1 in Theorem 2.2. 
3. Proofs 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is rather close to classical arguments for establishing 
Edgeworth expansions; see, e.g., [6, p. 213 ff]. In those respects where the proofs 
differ, many of the details are similar to those given in the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
Therefore we shall not give a derivation of Theorem 2.1, although we note here the 
main feature of the argument: the characteristic function &(f) of x/ufi satisfies 
log &(t) = -;t2+&(it)3u, +o(t&) 
as n + 00, where 
v~={E(~,~)2}~3’2~,s:_(~,ai*)3. 
Bearing in mind the asymptotic formula for Var(_%) = ne2E (1 Xi)’ given in Section 
2, we may prove that v, - u, as n + CO. In a formal sense, the desired Edgeworth 
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expansion follows by inverting the characteristic function expansion 
~Cln(f)=exp{-~t2+~~3(it)3u,+o(~,)} 
= e’2’2+$U,(it)3 e-‘*‘*u, +o(zJ,). 
We preface our derivation of Theorem 2.2 by mentioning several conventions 
used throughout the proof. Firstly, we assume that the function I is defined 
everywhere on the interval [l, co), not just at integers, and that as such it is slowly 
varying at +co. (A continuous version of 1 may be obtained by interpolating linearly 
among the points Z(l), Z(2), . . . .) In this case, the functions f,(x) = x”~Z(X) and 
f2(x) = x~“~Z(X) are both asymptotic to functions which are nondecreasing and 
nonincreasing, respectively, on [l, ~0) [2, p. 151. The proof is a little simpler nota- 
tionally if we assume that f, and& are themselves monotone; the contrary case may 
be handled by appending a simple additional argument in several places. Finally, 
for convenience during the proof we shall change our definition of L to 
{I: yP’Z( JJ)’ dy}“’ 
L(x)= j;v-‘Z(y)dy 1 
if Ly = 4, 
ifcu=l. 
If L, and LN denote the earlier definition of L and the new definition just above, 
respectively, then LE(x)/LN(x) + 1 as x +a, if either a=$ or cw=l and C~=OO. 
Again, this change in definition may be accommodated by a simple additional 
argument. 
We first give a reasonably detailed proof of Theorem 2.2 for (Y =f, and then an 
outline of the proof for (Y > i. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2 for a =f. The proof is in four steps. 
Step (i): Preliminaries. Note that 
(ngn)p’( Ii xj) =C snjkj, 
j=1 i 
where 
S,, = (na,)-’ i ak-j . 
( > k=l 
In this step we develop an approximate formula for S,. 
Observe that r(j) X L(j)2, and that uniformly in j aj, and n 2 n,,, 
1 
I 
j-1 
1 km”‘Z(k) 
k=, = 
.i-1 
ifjS n 
k-“‘Z(k) ifj> n 
x 
1 
j”‘Z( j) ifj< n 
nj-“‘Z(j) ifj> n 
= jf”‘Z(j) min(j, n). 
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This result extends to j 2 1, except possibly for certain cases where 6,,,, = 0 for 
small j, depending on values of a, for small j. Clearly 6,,,_j = 0 for j G 0, owing to 
the fact that a, = 0 for j < 0. Also, as n + 00, 
Therefore, uniformly in j 3 j, and n 2 n,, 
8n,n-j+l X{l(j)/L(n)}j-“‘min(j/n, 1). 
Step (ii): Formulae for convergence rates. Define Y,,, = S,,[, . Then 
(j, T)/{E(j, x;)2}“2=$ yni. 
Let E; > 0 be such that 
c ~{Y~,~(IY,,I>&JI~$, (3.1) 
and put 
~.,=fE(Y:Z(IY,I>1))+)5EiYljZ(IY.,;I”l)}l 
+C E{YZjZ(I Yn,I d t)I. (3.2) 
Trivial modifications to the proofs of Theorems 2.2-2.4 of [7, pp. 25,44,46], to cope 
with an infinite rather than a finite sequence of summands Y,, show that 
lim sup A,, ~n+e:,+C (EY2,,)2 
n+cr i 
(3.3) 
lim inf A,, + FL + 1 ( EYij)2 %I > 0. (3.4) n-m i 
In this step we develop asymptotic formulae for F, and Ci(EYEj)2, allowing 
simplification of (3.3) and (3.4). 
Take F z = supj 6,, , choose A > 0 so large that 
E{52U~5~‘~)I~~, 
and put B L = he:. Then the left-hand side of (3.1) is dominated by 
and so (3.1) is satisfied, and by Step (i), 
L(n)&’ - .-sup J ‘-“‘f(j) min(j/n, 1) 
;ZZ, 
Xn -’ sup j”21(j)+supjP”21(j)XnP”2Z(n), 
,<_i-.n 1,” 
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since j1’2 I(j) is increasing. That is, 
EI,~=:(n)/{n1’2L(rl)}. 
BY Step (9, 
L(n)4C(EY:j)2=L(n)4C6:jxn-‘z(n)4. 
j i 
Therefore 
c (EYZ,;)2=: n-1 {i(n)lUn))4= 0(&k). 
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(3.5) 
(3.6) 
Combining (3.3)-(3.6) we deduce that with F, = I(n)/{n”‘L(n)} we have 
lim sup A,/(q, + E,) <co, 
n+m 
(3.7) 
lim inf(A, + ~,)/n, > 0. (3.8) n-00 
Step (iii): Simplijcation offormula for qn. Recall the definition (3.2) of n,,, and put 
77: =C E{min( Yfzj9 Iynjl’))9 (3.9) 
where t =4 if .$ has a symmetric distribution and t = 3 if the distribution of 5 is 
bounded above or bounded below. In this step we prove that 
%7=:77L+o(&), (3.10) 
which enables us to replace 7, by 7; in (3.7) and (3.8). 
If the distribution of [ is symmetric then q)7n = n:, and so (3.9) is trivial. If the 
distribution of 5 is bounded below, say P([> -c) = 1, then 
CE~Y~j~~IY~~I~1~~~CE~IY~j131~lY~jI~1~~+r~~ (3.11) 
j j 
where 
XL(rtp3 K3 
1 
~ j3/‘l(j)‘+ ~ jp3/‘l(j)’ 
j=I j=n+l 
~{Z(n)/L(n)}3n-“2=o[l(n)/(n”21(n))]=0(e,). (3.12) 
Furthermore, 
C E{ YtjI(I Y-j/ c 1)) s C E{I y,i13Z(( LjI s 1)). (3.13) 
i i 
In the case of a distribution bounded below, (3.10) follows from (3.11), (3.12) and 
(3.13). 
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Step (iv): Simpli$cation of formula for 17;. Define 7: by (3.9). In this step we 
prove that n L =: 6,. 
Put dnj={l(j)/L(n)}j-1’2 min(j/n, 1) and Cd=dnj/S,,,_j+l, forjsjo and n 2 no; 
and note that for constants 0 < C, < 1~ C, < co, 
O<C,Ginfc,Gsup~,~<C~<co, 
%i n,j 
77: =C E[min{(CnjYnj)2, IcnjynjI’>l 
G C$E{min( Yz, 1 Y,.l’)} 
2 C:E{min( Yi, 1 Y,l’)}. 
Therefore 7: x 7::) whence by Step (i), 
n;xC E[min{(dnj5)2, Idnj5I’)l 
i 
= i E(min[{l(j)/L(n)}2jnp2&2, {l(j)/L(n)}‘j”‘n-‘lzJ[‘]) 
j=1 
+j=f+, E(min[{l(j)lL(n)}2j-‘52, {~(j)lL(n)}'j~"'l51'1) 
x E (s$‘L(r$‘[ I,’ nP2x1(x)21(1[1 > nx-‘l’L(n),l(x)> dx 
I Ix: x-‘Z(x)‘I{l(I > x”‘L(n)/l(x)} dx ” 
++(+;I 
I) n I n-'x"'r(x)'I{l[1 s n~~“‘L(n)/Z( )} dx 
1 
00 
+ x-“‘Z(x)‘I{~~~ s x”‘L(n)/l(x)> dx 
n I) 
say. 
=lJ+v, (3.14) 
Consider the two events %‘={l[l~ n”‘L(n)/Z(n)} and g ={l[l> n”‘L(n)/l(n)}. 
If 8 obtains then for each XE [l, n] we have )~IG nxP”‘L(n)/Z(x), and for each 
x~[n,~),ld~x “‘L(n)/l(x). Therefore the contribution from 8 to U is zero, and 
the contribution to V is 
E [ /t/‘L(n)-‘( I,’ n-‘x”21(x)’ dx+ I: x-1’21(x)’ dx} I(%)] 
X n-(r-2)‘2{Z(n)/ L( n)}‘E{1(1’1( 8)). 
Let x,, x2 be solutions of 
[[lx:“n-’ l(x1)lL(n) = 1, 151-Q2~(x2w(~) = 1, 
(3.15) 
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except that we take xi = 1 if the solution is less than 1. The contribution from 5? to 
U+Vis 
^‘E[~2L(n)-2{Z(n)2-n~2~:Z(~,)2+L(n)2-L(x,)2}~(~,x,>1,x,>~) 
+ (~(f~(n)~‘{n-‘X’,‘+~“~z(X,)‘+x;~1~2~’2Z(x2)’}1(~, x1 > 1, x2> l)] 
=E[~2L(n)~2{Z(n)2+Z(~2)2+L(n)2-L(x,)2}1(~,x,>1,x,>1)] 
xE[~~L(~)-~{Z(~)~+L(~)~-L(X,)~}~(’&]. (3.16) 
(The second-last line follows from the definitions of x1 and x2. To obtain the last 
line of (3.16), note the following property: if n G x2 S 2n, Z(n) 2 C,Z(x,) for large n; 
if x2 > 2n, 
L( n)z - Lo = x-‘Z(X)~ dx 2 x~“~x;“~Z(X~)~ dx 2 C,Z(x,)’ 
for large n.) 
Combining (3.14)-(3.16) we conclude that 
71nh “U+ V~n~c’~2”2{Z(n)/~(n)}‘E{~~~‘~(~)}+{Z(n)/L(n)}2E{~21(~)} 
+ L(n)-‘E [‘I( @) 
1 I 
5 
~-‘Z(X)~ dx 
n 1 
= n. 6 
This completes Step (iv). 
We know from Step (iii) that n,, can be replaced by 77: in (3.7) and (3.8), and 
from Step (iv) that 7: can be replaced by 6,. The theorem (in the case a! =t) is 
immediate. IJ 
Proof of Theorem 2.2 for a > f. We give only an outline, showing how the four 
steps in the previous proof change. 
Step (i). Define 6,, r(j) as before. Then 
J 
( 
+2”Z(j)2 if+< (Y < 1, 
r(j) =: j-*Z(j)L(j) if (Y = 1, 
jPU Z(j) ifa>l; 
for lGj<n, 
n J “-“Z(j) if$<a<l, 
C aj-kx L(j) ifa=l, 
k=l 
1 ifa>l; 
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and for j > n, 
n 
1 aj-kXnj-“l(j). 
k=l 
From the formula for r(j) we conclude that 
iff<cY<l, 
ifa=l, 
ifa>l, 
whence for 1 s j G n, 
(j/n)‘-“Z(j)/l(n) ifi<cz < 1, 
6,jXn- “2 L(j)lL(n) 
i 
ifcz=l, 
1 ifa!>l, 
and for j > n, 
(n/j)al(j)/Z(n) if+<a < 1, 
6,X n-Ii2 
( 
(n/j)l(j)/L(n) if cx = 1, 
nj-“l(j) ifa>l. 
Step (ii). Formulae (3.1)-(3.4) continue to apply, and 
&;=A sup6,j=:n-1’2, C ( EYzj)2 = o( n-“2). 
Therefore (3.7) and (3.8) obtain, with E, = n-“2. 
Step (iii). Defining 7: by (3.9) and E, = n-I”, we again obtain (3.10). 
Step (iv). We claim that when +< (Y < 1 or (Y 3 1, 
~,JL=: 6, = E{.f21(1t1 > n 1’2)}+ n’-““‘E{/~1’1(1[1 s n”2)}. (3.17) 
The case $< LY < 1 is similar to (Y =i, treated earlier; the case LY > 1 is simpler. 
However, cy = 1 is rather different, and we shall confine attention to it. 
When (Y = 1, the analogue of (3.14) is 
qkx E ( t2L(n)-2 [ 1: n-‘L(x)21(1[/ > n”‘L(n)/l(x)} dx 
I 
m 
+E @$UnF’[~ 
nxP2Z(x)21{1~l > n P”2L(n)/Z(x)} dx 
n I) n f n-“‘L(x)‘I{l~I~ n”‘L(n)/L(x)} dx 
1 
m 
+ n”2x-‘l(x)fI{)&1 < n-“‘xL(n)/I(x)} dx . n I) 
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Define 
8 = {I(( 5 n1’2}, @ = {ItI> n”2}, 
&={kl~n “‘=Un)lUl)), @, = {I51 > n”‘Un)lUl)}, 
U = E (W’[ I,’ nPL(x)21(161> n’/2L(n),L(x)) dx 
I 
a7 
nx-2z(x)2z{~~~ > n -“2xL( n)/ Z(x)} dx , n I) n nP'2L(x)'l{(+ n"'L(n)/L(x)} dx 
I 
cc 
+ n”2~-‘Z(~)‘Z{~+ n-“2xL(n)/Z(x)} dx . 
n I) 
If 8 obtains then 151~ n”‘L(n)/L(x) for 1 <XC n and 151~ n and I[(< 
n -“‘xL(n)/l(x) for x > n. Therefore the contribution from 8 to I/ is zero, and to 
V is 
’ 6”L(x) dx + m rr’/2x-‘l(x)1 dx 
I I n II 
xn ‘--(“2)E{)[1’Z( %‘)}. 
If ‘2?, (= g n 8,) obtains then 
(3.18) 
J= L(PrP2 
I 
’ np’L(x)2Z{1[1 > n”‘L(n)/L(x)} dx 
1 
=n -1L(n)-2 n 
I 
Lo dxX1. 
1 
If ‘Z? n 8, obtains then n”2< 151 G n”’ L(n)/L(l), and there exists x, such that 
l<x,sn and [t]=n “‘L(n)/L(x,). In this case, 
I 
n 
J= L(n)-‘n-’ Lo dx 
XI 
XL(n)m2np’{nL(n)2-xIL(x,)2}= 1 -(x,/n){L(x,)/L(n)}2. 
If x, ~+n then 
12 1 -(x,/n){L(x,)/L(n)}‘a$. 
Therefore the contribution from ‘@ to U is bounded above and below by constant 
multiplies of 
E(t21[(‘8u $?,)n{$?n ‘i?,n(x,s~n)}]) 
= E{.$21(~)}-E[~21{‘i?n YC,n(x,>$)}]. (3.19) 
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The contribution from ZYz = ‘#! n 8, n (x, > fn) to V is bounded below by 
E 1z$L(n)-‘Z(%‘2) 
I 
xl n-“2L(x)’ dx 
I 
n/2 
n-“2L(~)f dx 
I 
3 C,n ‘-(““E{(&Z(%,)} 
2 GE{t2Z(~2)). (3.20) 
Combining (3.19) and (3.20) we conclude that the contribution from @ to U+ V is 
bounded below by a constant multiple of E{t2Z( g)}. From this result and (3.18) it 
follows that U + V is bounded below by a constant multiple of 6,. 
We already know from (3.18) that the contribution to U+ V from Z5’ is bounded 
above by a constant multiple of 6,. Our proof of (3.17) will be complete if we show 
that the contribution from e to U+ V is bounded above by a constant multiple of 
6,. Now, the contribution from @ to U is dominated by 
n n-‘~!,(x)~dx+ nx-21(x)2 dx 
1 II 
d C,E[.$2L(n)~2Z(~){L(n)2+l(n)2}] 
G C2E{t2Z( &}s C,S,, 
and the contribution from %? to V equals 
n 
{)~)n~“2L(x)/L(n)}‘Z{~~~n-“2L(x)/L(n) s 11 dx 
1 I 
x-‘~(x)lu~)~‘~~lSl~ “‘x-‘Z(x)/L( n) s l} dx 1 
s K(2) 
” 
I 
m 
n-‘L(x)‘dx+ n~-~l(x)~ dx 1 n II 
This completes the proof of (3.17). q 
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